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•  Enhanced safety for
access and horizontal
movement

•  Solutions adapted to your
needs and the different
types of structure.

Lead them to safety — Build an enduring culture of safety through comprehensive education, innovative technologies, and comfortable, high-performance products. 
Honeywell Safety Products is the ideal partner for a cultural transformation that inspires workers to make safer choices on their own.

Individual fall protection devices
Miller TurboliteTM, Miller FalconTM and Miller Manyard®

I  Ideal for use with the Söll Xenon horizontal lifeline system.

I  Integrated energy absorber ensures the fall arrest forces on the user are reduced in 
the event of a fall.

I  The Miller TurboLite and Miller Falcon inertia reels are compact and light – ideal for 
lines fitted to the ceiling – and have a working capacity of  
2m and 6m, respectively.

I  The Miller Manyard lanyard with energy absorber has a working capacity of  
2m with a light stretchable lanyard tested to resist falls on a structure with ridges.

Reduce accidents and increase compliance!

Honeywell provides a complete range of industrial 

safety at height and rescue training services which 

can be tailored to your needs. Many applications are 

covered including wind energy, utilities, oil and gas, 

construction, transportation to name a few.  Training 

courses can be delivered either at your work site or at 

a Honeywell venue. Inspection and repair programmes 

are also available.
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LEGAL OBLIGATIONS OF THE OWNER OR EMPLOYER

Under the terms of EU Directive 89/391/EEC and related 
directives, the head of the establishment must take whatever 
measures are required to ensure safety and protect the mental 
and physical health of the workers in the establishment, 
including temporary workers.

Where collective protective measures cannot be implemented, 
the protection of the workers must be ensured using an 
appropriate fall-arrest system which does not allow free fall 
from more than one metre in height or which limits the effects of 
a fall from greater height under the same conditions.

Under the terms of EU Directive 89/686/EEC and related 
directives, fall protection measures must be implemented by the 
employer or the company responsible for the works site.  
(“single hazard risk assessment form”).

Each risk has its own unique solution 

Honeywell can offer you a wide range of fall protection solutions to protect your operatives and allow them safe access to travelling overhead cranes:

1   Access to the gantry track using a Söll 
Pivotloc foldable ladder, eliminating 
unauthorised access.

2   Safe horizontal movement along the 
gantry track using an overhead lifeline 
(Söll Xenon Overhead).

3   Safe access to the gantry track 
using a cable-based lifeline with 
automatic pass-through (Söll Xenon). 
The operative wears a fall protection 
double-legged lanyard allowing him to 
move safely “from the gantry track to 
the travelling overhead crane”.

4   Safe horizontal movement using a 
lifeline (Söll Xenon) to maintain the hoist 
trolley.

Areas of application

The areas in which we are active are many and various, but we have one 
overriding aim: to enhance the safety of both people and buildings. Here are 
some examples:

We can offer you solutions adapted to the various  
types of structure where there are travelling overhead cranes: 

Metal frameworks, concrete frameworks, and lots more…
I Power plants

I  Industrial tanks and other 
vessels

I Water-related fields

I Confined spaces

I Maintenance on vehicles

I Travelling overhead cranes

I Pylons

I Roofs

I Other

www.safety-height.co.uk

Our services include the following:

I  Site safety audit and risk analysis

I  Safety enhancement advice comprising: vertical access and horizontal 
movement

I  Anchoring system installation: European network of accredited partners

I  Recommendation and supply of personal protective equipment for fall protection

I  Training in the use of fall protection

I  Verification and maintenance performed by our partner installers as well
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Miller ® Solutions for safety at height
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cranes and gantry tracks

Automatic pass-through on intermediate cable guide Wall attachment with specially tailored post3D installation drawing of the lifeline Clamp attachment on metal structure

Our design studies comprise, in particular:

Calculation software for Miller horizontal lifelines:

I  Honeywell Safety Products is pleased to present its new generation software 
capable of processing and saving a wide range of technical calculations for Miller 
horizontal lifelines: Söll Xenon® 2.0, Söll SafeLine™ 2.0 and Söll ShockFusion®.  
The calculation software for Miller horizontal lifelines is the most accurate and 
realistic on the market.

I  Not only does it provide the deflection for each span of the system; it also gives 
the load results at the extremities and angles.

I  When fitted in accordance with the installation instructions, Miller horizontal 
lifelines are a safe anchoring system for both users and structure. In addition, 
the lifelines can also be used for rescue operations, as required by  
standard EN 795:2012.

I  Miller certified installers commissioned with installing a lifeline on a roof, travelling 
overhead crane or a loading dock can use this software to determine the precise 
configuration in line with a client’s project specifications. 

those carrying out maintenance on travelling 
overhead cranes and gantry tracks perform 
various operations involving fall hazards: 

• Accessing the travelling overhead crane cab

•  Servicing the travelling crane or gantry track

• Technical inspections

•  Changing the rail on the gantry track

• Cleaning, etc.
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